
WEEK LETTERS &
SOUNDS NUMBER SHAPE SIGHT 

WORDS LANGUAGE ARTS CONCEPTS MATH CONCEPTS
THEME/SINGABLE BOOK, 

CRAFTS, ETC.

1 Overview
A-Z

Overview
0-10

Name writing, tracing, pre-writing strokes, school 
supplies procedures

,  

2

A

Square

Same/different, colors, following directional arrows on 
strokes, name writing book, Rhyme or Not Game with cubes

3

C

1

Square

Write Aa, beginning sounds intro (Aa), visual discrimination (Hidden Aa), 
name writing, Do They Rhyme? worksheet, find “the” in two word 

sentences (The School book)

,

4

E Rectangle

Write Bb, beginning sounds (Bb), visual discrimination (Hidden Bb), 
name writing review, Does it Rhyme Musical Chair Game

5

G

2

Rectangle

6

I

3

Rectangle

7

4

Triangle

8

5

Triangle

Manipulatives guided exploration/rules,
counting, same & different, sorting

School Rules (Wiggles Learns the Rules at 
School,& Wiggles First Day books)

A Pancake is a Circle Book (Kids make), 
school rules, categories

A Pancake is a Circle (finish), 
review rules 

A Pancake is a Circle (cont.) Wiggles 
Learns to Pay Attention, rules 

Sorting, counting, AB patterns, matching, many/few, 
small/medium/large, Number Block City activity

Write 1, finding sets of 1, AB patterns with blocks, 
intro to matching sets to numerals, sorting, circle search

Write 2, finding sets of 2, counting, AB patterns with 
linking cubes, matching sets to numerals (stickers on 

apples), sorting by numbers, trace the squares

9

6

Triangle

Oval

10 8

11 9

12 10

13 6 (review)

14
7 (review)

15
8 (review)

16
9 (review)

17 0-10
(Review)

18 0-10 
(Review)

19 11

20
12

21 13

22 100

23 14

24 15
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26

None

None
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Overview
A-Z

Overview
0-10

Overview
Basic Shapes

Circle

Square

Overview &
Circle

Oval

Oval

Write Cc, beginning sounds (Cc), visual discrimination (Hidden C), 
build a C with real items, make the word “see” with stickers, 

Rhyming Words “Smashmat” activity

Apples & other fruitsWrite 3, finding sets of 3, AB & ABC patterns with 
pictures, count & write numeral, sorting by fruit & not 

fruit, square search
Write Dd, beginning sounds (Dd), Hidden Dd, find letters on 

environmental print foods, build “is” with torn paper, Dab or Down 
Rhyme Game and worksheet

Begin Shape Book  (using shapes 
to make a new picture) 

Write 4, search for numeral 4, complete shape patterns, 
Shape & Number Cover Up game, sort by color, shape, & 

size, find & color the squares

Write Ee, beginning sounds (Ee), Hidden Ee, find letters on 
environmental print games, build “go” with stickers, build “go” 

with pattern blocks, Rhyming Words Smashmat activity

Continue Shape Book  (using 
shapes to make a new picture) 

Write 5, find sets of five, search for numeral 4, 
making patterns with pictures, Roll a Number game, 

sort by animal or not animal, trace rectangles

Write Ff, sound sort (f vs. v), find & color Ff, find letters on 
environmental print (toys), Hidden Ff, make sight word “like” with 
dot markers & pattern blocks, Does it Rhyme Musical Chair Game 

Fall:  pumpkins, cats, fictional 
characters, etc.

Write 6, find sets of six, color the patterns (AB, ABC,  
AAB), matching sets with number tiles, Game:  Number 

Bump, color by shape
Write Gg, sound sort (g vs. j), find & color Gg, Hidden Gg, Five 
Little Pumpkins poem & STEM activity, make the sight word “my” 

with dot markers, draw rhyming words worksheet
Fall:  spiders, bats, fictional 

characters, etc.

Write 7, find sets of seven, Pattern Towers game with 
blocks, measuring with cubes, write 0-7 from memory, 

game:  Number & Shape Bingo, trace & write 0-7
Write Hh, sound sort (h vs. k), find & color Hh,  Hidden Hh, find 

the rhyme worksheet, make the word “to” with dot markers, make a 
sentence with sight words, rhyming words, 

Fall: scarecrows and crowsWrite 8, find sets of eight, sort leaves by color, 
shape, & size, matching sets to numerals 0-10, write 

0-10 from memory, game:  Number Hunt
Write Ii, sound sort (i vs. o), find & color Ii, Hidden Ii, make the 

sight word “can” with dot markers, rhyming leaves
Thanksgiving traditions; Dinner‛s 

Ready Book (kids make)
Write 9, find & color 9, sort turkey feathers by color, 
shape, & size, game:  The Cup Game (for more/less), 

game:  Roll a Number (5-9) 
Write Jj, beginning sounds (Jj), find & color Jj, Hdden Jj, name 
writing review, make sight word “you” with dot markers, Rhyme or 

Not Game with cubes
Thanksgiving Traditions, turkeys 

and owls

Write 10, find & color 10, find sets of ten, symmetri-
cal turkey tail project, More, Less, & Equal activity, 
sort by more/less than five, color by number 6-9

Write Kk, beginning sounds (Kk), make Kk & do with play dough, sight 
word “do” tracing & practice, introduce coloring by color words, read 

sight words in simple sentences (My Candy Cane book)
Holiday traditions:  Santa, elves, 

and candy canes
Find sets of six, simple graph, Number & Shape Bingo 
game, trace & write numbers on candy canes, STEM 

activity (make a shelf for the elf)

Write Ll, beginning sounds (Ll), sight word tracing & practice, 
simple color words, ABC song (for connect the dots worksheet), 

Reading sight words in sentences: (December Book)

Holiday traditions:  reindeer, 
Gingerbread Man, Hanukkah

Counting and comparing, filling in a simple graph, Game: 
Count the Room number search, numbers in order, 

Game:  Number Bump

Write Mm, beginning sounds (Mm), sight word tracing & practice, 
Sight words in sentences (We Can See book)  Games:  Sight Word 

Santa, Holiday Bingo

Holiday traditions:  decorations, 
angels, trees, stockings, Santa

Counting and comparing, numbers in order (Connect the 
Dots), Number game:  Roll a Santa, Count the Room 

number search, patterns,
Game:  Who Has More?

Write Nn, beginning sounds (Nn), sight word tracing & practice, 
Sight words in sentences (Winter Play Book)  Games: Spin & Color 

Beginning Sounds,
New Year‛s Day, snowmen, snow-

flakes

Number games:  Roll a Play Dough Snowman, Snowflake 
Bump Game, Trace a Rhyming Number/

Shape, Roll & Fill a Ten Frame
 Make a symmetrical snowflake

Review 
circle & square

Write Oo, beginning sounds (Oo), sight word writing in simple sen-
tences, Sight Word Song Book- “For”  Games: Spin a Beginning 

Sound, Sight Word Path Game

Let‛s Build a Snowman Book (Kids 
make), Marshmallow Snowman 

STEM

Number Memory game, Number Writing 0-10 from 
memory, more & less practice with War game, color by 

numbers, making new pictures with shapes.

Review rectangle & 
triangle, introduce 

hexagon

me
Write Pp, beginning sounds (Pp), sound sort (p vs. b), concepts of 
print Path Game, Spin a Matching Letter game, write sentences 

with sight words, Sight Word Bingo game, build sight words

Number games: Number Hunt, making new pictures with 
shapes, introduce AAB pattern and other types, 

Pattern Jenga game, season sort

Review oval & 
circle, introduce 

trapezoid

Martin Luther King, penguins, 
polar bears

Connect Four number game, Shape Memory game, write 
0-11, numbers in order, introduce addition, make new 

pictures with shapes
here

Write Qq, beginning sounds (Qq), sound sort (q vs. k), write sen-
tences with sight words, build sight word “here” with packing pea-

nuts, What‛s Missing? Sight Word Game

Review 
all basic shapes

Winter weather, winter clothing, 
snow plows, igloo STEM project 

Review trapezoids, 
squares & rectangles red

Trapezoids, addition with linking cubes, write 0-12, 
Connect Four Addition game, Number ordering with 
connect the dots, addition with hearts, patterning

Write Rr, beginning sounds (Rr), sound sort (r vs. n), sight word 
practice, write sentences with sight words, Sight Word Memory 

game, “Secret Sight Word” activity, push pin sight words
 Groundhog‛s Day, Valentine‛s Day

Review trapezoids & 
rectangles pink

Trapezoid recognition maze, Stomp On It number game 
(1-13), graphing, number writing 1-13, Bean Toss 
Addition (sums of four), color by number, patterns

Write Ss, beginning sounds (Ss), sound sort, sight word practice, 
write sentences with sight words, read sight words in sentences 

(Valentine Colors Book) Rhyming Words Bingo 
Valentine‛s Day traditions

Tri 2
Wk 1

Tri 2
Wk 2

Tri 2
Wk 3

Tri 2
Wk 4

Tri 2
Wk 5

Tri 2
Wk 6

Tri 2
Wk 7

Tri 2
Wk 8

Tri 2
Wk 9

Tri 2
Wk 10

Tri 2
Wk 11

Tri 2
Wk 12

Tri 3
Wk 1

Review hexagon 
& trapezoid orange

Count by ones and tens to 100, making 100 with ten 
sets of ten with a variety of items, recognizing the 

numeral 100, finding 100 items, making 100 tally marks

Write Tt, beginning sounds (Tt), sight word practice, write sen-
tences with sight words, read sight words in sentences (100 Things 

Book), rhyming words

100 Week!
(Suggestion:  Use this on your 

week of the 100th day)

Introduce stars 
& hearts yellow

Numbers in order 0-10, write 0-14, graphing, 
addition with sums to five, patterns, sorting by 

color, shape, & size

Write Uu, beginning sounds (Uu), sight word practice, write sen-
tences with sight words, read sight words in sentences (In February 

Book), rhyming words, Following Directions game, Sight Word 
Fishing Game.

Presidents Week:  Lincoln, 
Washington, & current president, 

American flag

Review:  triangle, 
square, circle blue

Color by number, Number Memory Game (5-15), 
matching sets 0-10, patterning, Bean Toss Addition 

with sums to five

Write Vv, beginning sounds (Vv), sight word practice, write sen-
tences with sight words, read sight words in sentences (We Like 

Books book), Sound Blending Bingo game, 
Book Week

16
Review:  circle, 

square, rectangle, 
oval

green
Roll a Leprechaun number game, addition (sums to six), 
Fishing for Numbers & Shapes game, graphing, counting 

groups of ten and a few more.

Write Ww, beginning sounds (Ww), sight word practice, write 
sentences with sight words, read sight words in sentences (Orange 

& Green book), Connect Four Sight Words game, 

St. Patrick‛s Day traditions

Tri 3
Wk 2

17
Introduce:  rhombus; 

review all shapes purple
Number writing to 17, addition (sums to 7), position 

words, counting groups of ten and a few more, similari-
ties and differences

Write Xx, tracing A-Z, sight word practice, write sentences with 
sight words, read sight words in sentences (We Like Rainbows 

book), rhyming words

Rainbows and weather

Tri 3
Wk 3

Ovals vs circles white
Matching sets of ten and a few more to teen numbers, 
addition (sums to 8), patterns (AB, AAB, ABC), write 

0-20, Connect Four game (for 2-12)

Write Yy, beginning sounds (Yy) tracing A-Z, sight word practice, 
write sentences with sight words, read sight words in sentences 

(The Bunny and the Eggs book), rhyme

Spring, bunnies, and eggs

19
Review rectangle, 

square, and 
trapezoid

black Addition (sums to nine), write numbers 0-20, graphing, 
finding sets of ten, sorting (insects vs non-insects)

Write Zz, beginning sounds (Zz) write A-Z, write sentences with 
sight words, concepts of print (letters, words, & sentences), read & 
count words in sentences, Write the Room sight words game, rhyme

Insects and lifecycles: ladybugs, 
bees, caterpillars & butterfliesTri 3

Wk 4

Tri 3
Wk 5

Tri 3
Wk 6

Tri 3
Wk 7

Tri 3
Wk 8

Tri 3
Wk 9

Tri 3
Wk 10

Tri 3
Wk 11

Tri 3
Wk 12

Tri 3
Wk 13

Review
A-Z

20 Review hexagon and 
other shapes

brown Matching sets 11-20 to sets of ten and a few more, 
addition (sums up to ten), sequencing frog life cycle, 

patterns (AB, ABC, AAB), sorting by size

Write A-Z (lowercase), Sight Word Hangfrog game, read sight 
words in sentences (Frog Food book), write sight words in sentenc-

es, color words review, Fishing for Insect Sight Words game
Frogs & frog lifecycle

Review 
0-20

Introduce Octogon Review
all

Matching sets 11-20 to sets of ten and a few more, 
addition (review sums up to five), sorting trash vs recy-

clables, position words, patterns (AB, ABC, AAB)

Write A-Z (fill in missing letters), Sound Sort (Y vs U), rhyme, 
read sight words in sentences (We Can book for Earth Day),  write 

sight words in sentences, Sight Words Bingo game

Earth Day, recycling, plants that grow 
above & below ground, bean life cycle, 

Matching sets 11-20 to sets of ten and a few more, 
generating addition problems with dice, sorting dairy vs. 

non-dairy, graphing, patterns (AB, ABC, AAB)

Write A-Z, Sound Sort (E vs U), rhyme, read sight words in sen-
tences (I Like Vegetables book),  write sight words in sentences, 

The Sentence Game

Healthy food choices, food groups

Addition, making a math picture with equation, making 
numerals with play dough, patterns (AB, ABC, AAB), 

sorting by color, shape, & size

Write A-Z, sight word “and” review, rhyme, Sight Word Memory 
game, read sight words in sentences (Flowers book),  write sight 

words in sentences,

Mother‛s Day, flowers

Graphing, write 11-20, patterns (AB, ABC, AAB), num-
bers in order with connect the dots worksheet, addition 
(sums to eight), categorization (things that go together)

Write A-Z, Roll a Sight Word game, read sight words in sentences 
(The Farm book), write sight words in sentences, rhyme, color 

words coloring

Farm animals

Add the Room game, addition with finger counting, fill in the 
missing numbers 0-20, categorization, chick life cycle sequenc-

ing, patterning (AB, ABC, AAB), math pictures for addition

Write A-Z, Fishing for Sight Words game, concepts of print (let-
ters, words, & sentences), read & count words in sentences, write 

sight words in sentences, Sight Word Hangchick, rhyme

Chicks and chicken life cycle

Naming patterns with letters, sorting mammals vs. reptiles, 
simple addition story problems, number writing 0-20, graphing, 

count & write the number 

Write A-Z, rhyme, write sight words in sentences, reading compre-
hension (read a sentence and color a picture to match,)  Sight 

Words Write the Room game

Zoo animals

Sorting by color, shape, and size, Count the Room Sea Life 
game, simple addition story problems, number writing 0-20, 

graphing, addition (sums to ten).

Write A-Z, rhyme, write sight words in sentences, Sight Words 
Write the Room game, color words coloring, words that end in -at 

vs. -an, 

Ocean animals

Sorting by color, shape, and size, patterning with dots or 
stickers, Write 0-20, graphing, write numbers with shaving 

cream, addition with finger counting (sums of seven)

Write A-Z, Write the Room Sight Words game, Fishing for Sight 
Words game, Roll a Sight Word game, Sight Word Bingo game Summer, STEM projects
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